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18 of a possible 20 points                                                  ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

Key: *indicates outstanding technical achievement or performance 

(j) designates a juvenile performer 

Points 

2          Director: Ang Lee* 

1          Editors: Tim Squyres, Paul Hirsch 

2          Cinematographers: Claudio Miranda*,  John Schwartzman* (Canada), 

            Peter Zuccarini* (Splinter Unit DP) 

2          Lighting:  Eddy Maloney*, Mark Watson* (Splinter Unit Gaffer), 

            Ramesh Sadrani* (India Unit Gaffer)  

2          Screenplay: David Magee* based upon the novel by Yann Martel 

            Special Visual Effects: Bill Westenhofer*, Tony Baldridge*,   

            Guillaume Rocheron*, James Purdy*, John Parkiewicz*, Ken Paris*, 

            Geoffrey Niquet*, Jeremy Nelligan*, Harry Mukhopadhyay*, 

            Mike Meaker*, Richard Mahon*, Mukesh Kumar*, V.S. Kiran*,  

            Chris Kenny*, Pablo Holcer* 

2          Music: Mychael Danna*, Rob Simonsen*   Orchestrators: Walter Fowler, 

            Bruce Fowler, Kevin Kaska, Conrad Pope, Joseph Newlin, Dan Pass, 



           Clifford Tasner 

           Choreographer:  Seejith Krishna 

2         Art Directors: Dan Webster* (Supervising), Ravi Srivastava* (India),  

           James Truesdale* (India), Patricia Christie (Canada), Will Hobbs   /  

           Production Designer:  David Gropman* 

           Set Designers: Easton Smith*, Huei Chen*, Sarah Contant*, Huei-Li Liao*, 

           James Hewitt* 

           Set Decorators: Anna Pinnock*, Terry Lewis*, Seema Kashyap* 

           Scenic Artist: Rohan Harris* 

           Costume Designer: Arjun Bhasin 

           Make-Up: Fae Hammond*, Kristin Chalmers*, Xavier Peter D’Souza*, 

           Rebecca Lee*, Robin Pritchard*, Rachel Speke* 

2         Sound: Eugene Gearty* (Sound Designer), Eugene Gearty* and  

           Philip Stockton* (Supervising Sound Editors), Dennis Rogers* and 

           Tim Gomillion* (Sound Recordists), Drew Kunin*, Ed Novick* and 

           Doug Hemphill (Sound Mixers), Manish Pingle*, John Morris*,  

           George Lara*, Frank Kerr*, John Fasal*, Marko Costanzo*, Kam Chan* 

           (Sound Effects) 

1        Acting 

2        Creativity 

18 total points 

 

Cast: Suvaj Sharma (Pi Patel), Irrfan Khan (Adult Pi Patel), Tabu  

(Gita Patel, Pi’s mother), Rafe Spall (French writer), Gerard Depardieu (Cook), 

Adil Hussain (Santosh Patel, father of Ravi and Pi), Ayaan Khan (j)  

(Ravi Patel, age 7), Mohammed Abbas Khaleeli (j) (Ravi Patel, ages 13 / 14), 

Vibish Sivakumar (Ravi Patel, ages 18/19), Ayush Tandon (j)  

(Pi Patel, ages 11/12), James Saito (Older Japanese investigator), Jun Naito 

(Younger Japanese investigator), Gautam Belur (j) (Pi Patel, age 5), Elie Alouf 

(Mamaji, a swimmer), Padmini Ramachandran (Dance Master), T. M. Kartnik  

(Science Teacher), Amarendran Ramanan (Indian History Teacher), 

Hari Mina Bala (Librarian), Bo Chieh Wang (Buddhist Sailor), I-Chen Ko 

(TSIMTSUM Captain), Jian-Wei Huang (Sailor), Ravi Natesan (Selvam),  



Ganesh Keshav (Stand-In as Pi Patel, ages 11/ 12), Shravanthi Sainath (Anandi), 

Andrea Di Stefano (Priest), others 

 

     LIFE OF PI, based on the best-selling novel by Yann Martel, is a visual dazzler 

of a film with an exotic, subdued music score created by Mychael Danna and 

Rob Simonsen. Though its primary accent seems to be on cinematography and 

visual effects, an exceptionally lucid screenplay that dodges neither ambiguity 

nor spirituality gives the picture additional heft.  

     The story line is framed as an interview of a shipwreck survivor by a  

despairing French writer whose creativity has vanished. Having previously  

encountered Mamaji, a champion swimmer who was for many years a friend of 

zoo owner Santosh Patel, the Frenchman was told by him that if he visited Pi 

Patel, son of Santosh, he would be gifted with a story that would convince him 

God exists. With this bait luring him to Canada, the author locates Pi. During the 

course of an extended visit, he hears an incredible tale about disaster, religion 

and man’s relationship to nature.  

     Telling the story with the intention it would then be converted into published 

literature, Pi recounts his life from childhood through to rescue from twin perils 

of drowning and madness bred by isolation. The boy grows up as younger, less 

conformist son of an educated atheist father afflicted with polio and an 

affectionate, cultured mother who defied parents and tradition in order to 

marry her true love. Fantasy and inquisitiveness are traits passed along by his 

parents. Sometimes they conflict, setting him at odds with a rationalist father 

who has no patience with dreams and alternative philosophies. When Pi 

dabbles in comparative religion, adopting rituals and selected articles of faith 

from varying, even contradictory sources, Dad is censorious and disgusted. He 

expects both sons to adopt his own scornful attitude concerning devotion. Gita, 

Pi’s mother, would be happy if her younger child chose to practice sincere 

Hinduism. But life has taught her tolerance. Therefore, Pi must find his own 

path free from parental bias.  

     Then there’s the boy’s unusual name, another source of controversy. For Pi is 

short for Piscine, a French word. Its derivation came from a visit to what Mamaji 

believed was the world’s most refreshing swimming pool. Unfortunately, Piscine  



all too often is contracted to an insulting nickname that entertains classmates at 

his expense. Attempting to stop humiliation, the youngest Patel resorts 

ultimately to tagging himself Pi. Having determined to reappear under that 

novel designation, he proceeds to lecture on the history and calculation of his 

adopted mathematical term. In the process, he fills several blackboards at 

school, insuring graphically the anchoring of his preferred surname in the 

memories of astonished peers. 

     Intelligent, sensitive, exploratory, young Pi develops a compassion for wild 

animals as a result of growing up in zoo precincts. Persuaded that all beasts 

respond favorably to kindness, the lad attempts to befriend Richard Parker, a 

captive Bengal tiger. Dad intervenes in the nick of time, saving his son’s life. 

Determined to stamp out the boy’s folly, he orders a young goat tied to the bars 

of Richard Parker’s cage. Trembling, but too fascinated to avert his gaze, Pi 

watches the tiger savagely attack and carry off a defenseless victim. Nature is 

not invariably kind. Tigers are not inclined to accept pet status. 

     Time passes. Pi becomes familiarized with Christian baptism after accepting a 

challenge from brother Ravi to sneak a drink of holy water from a font in a 

nearby Orthodox church. A friendly priest there outlines for him basic Christian 

beliefs during the course of a series of visits. Subsequent excursions to a 

mosque assure him Allah is also his guardian. He apparently adopts the Moslem 

custom of kneeling six times a day on a prayer rug. These rites are added to 

Hindu practices learned from bedtime stories of his mother. Pi wants to be as 

fully protected from harm as possible. His ecumenicalism resembles an 

addiction to purchasing life insurance policies. One can’t have enough coverage. 

Subsequent events reinforce that notion. 

     Moving into his late teens, the boy falls in love with a classical dancer. Fate 

separates them, however, as transition from colonialism impinges upon Patel 

landholdings. The incoming government wants botanical gardens converted to 

public property. A privately operated zoo is an expensive luxury, too much  

potential white elephant to purchase. This means the Patel family must relocate 

with their animals. Most attractive candidate for adoption as a new homeland is 

Canada. Over Pi’s tardy protests, the Patels pack and sail off across the Indian 



Ocean to the Pacific. Pi is heartbroken to leave his native land and beloved 

terpsichorean  behind. 

     At sea, all is not always tranquil. A boorish, contemptuous cook on board ship 

refuses to give a requested vegetarian entrée to Gita, who doesn’t eat meat. 

Hindu and Jain customs mean nothing to this snobbish Frenchman who 

presumes to be acting second officer aboard. Offer by a Buddhist Japanese man 

to donate a vegetable portion of his meal is politely refused by the Patels. 

Eventually, a substitute repast is obtained. However, resentment of jingoistic 

treatment from nominal food server lingers. 

     One night, as the Pacific Ocean’s Marianna Trench is being traversed, a 

violent thunderstorm with colossal accompanying waves and torrential rains 

awakens Pi. What a glorious, irresistible opportunity to observe a spectacular 

display of unbridled Nature. Pi seizes upon this unprecedented 

educational moment to ascend from sleeping quarters to lifeboat deck where 

he can revel openly in triumphant embrace of God’s wonders. Belatedly, he 

becomes aware the ship is foundering, increasingly a plaything at the mercy of 

winds and water. When he tries to descend in order to warn family members of 

impending disaster, flooding below makes it impossible to advance through 

corridors.  Back once more on the deck, Pi is nearly trampled by a panicky zebra 

liberated from cargo storage who makes deck safety even more compromised 

than the storm does. Rebuffing frantic efforts to rescue parents, a sailor shoves 

the youth into a lifeboat. As the ship sinks, Pi’s safety island drops to sea level. 

A last minute plunge brings the zebra into Pi’s craft.  

     More surprises await. Dawn arrives. The new day brings Orange Juice, an 

orangutan in mourning for lost children. There’s a hyena stowaway present 

also, who, driven by hunger, attacks both Pi and the zebra. When Orange Juice 

intervenes to protect four-footed prey, a struggle ensues. At first, it appears the 

orangutan has been victorious. Seconds later, though, a far from dead carnivore 

springs suddenly back into action, hurtling itself upon surprised simian with 

fatal results. Too soon does the hyena gloat about its conquest. For onboard 

disturbance has roused another predator, one who up to that point remained 

hidden under the boat’s tarp. This even larger uninvited guest is Richard Parker, 

the Bengal tiger that earlier terrified Pi with its ravaging of a goat. Hunter hyena 



becomes now easy prey for migrating lord of the forests, potentially ultimate 

victor in this game of nautical survivor. 

     From here on, the bulk of the film depicts a strained, suspenseful relationship 

between Pi and Master Cat. Fear of the latter, as well as the need to provide 

him with fresh water and daily food, keep Pi active, suspicious, alert. As a 

consequence, his companion’s sharing of the boat seems an act of Providence. 

Each is in some critical way dependent upon the other. For one to remain alive, 

both must. 

     After adventures with flying fish and a nocturnal visit from a whale, ocean 

voyagers wash ashore on an island with carnivorous plants, myriads of 

meerkats, and ponds that supply fresh water by daylight. These same pools  

turn to corrosive acid at night. Here they cannot stay.  

    Returning to sea, the pair is carried by western Pacific currents to the coast of 

Mexico. At that point, no longer requiring each other’s company, they separate. 

The cat, without a backward glance, stalks off to protective jungle. Pi is left on 

the sandy shore, where a fellow human soon discovers him. Brought to a 

hospital for recovery, the Indian is there questioned by two investigators from 

Japan. They wish to determine why a vessel registered in their nation 

unexpectedly sank, along with full crew and all but a handful of passengers. 

     After Pi narrates the above tale, auditors respond with disbelief. There are 

too many animals and not enough humans in the story to satisfy them. Pressed 

to report a more credible accounting, the last eyewitness to the TSIMTSUM’s 

disaster spins a yarn about cannibalism, maternal shielding, vengeance and 

homicide. Audiences are allowed to choose whichever recitation they prefer, 

the same privilege extended to both Japanese and French visitors onscreen. 

Which is true?  

     Is it charity from God that enables Pi to regain civilization? Just chance? 

Superior intellect? Expert adaptability to nature? Mental flexibility? You, the 

viewer, must decide for yourself. 

     Director Ang Lee excels in unifying music, lavishly detailed settings, and 

gorgeously transparent lighting with a coherent, philosophical script. 

Metaphysical ideas are highlighted rather than ducked. They are not debated, 

Viewers can support or reject whichever they please. Sound recording and 



mixing capture the full range of audibles, with no apparent distortion through 

amplification. Variation of camera angles keeps monotony at bay. With so much 

activity centered on a relatively compact boat, this diversity could not have 

been easy to obtain. 

     Weakest of film components is the acting. It suffices. Yet only one supporting 

cast member crafts a performance which lodges in memory. Gerard Depardieu’s 

detestable misanthropist is overplayed,  guaranteeing spectators will remember 

it. Since the film is fantasy, his character can be inflated to surrealistic 

callousness and still not overstep genre boundaries. Suvaj Sharma stays 

throughout acrobatic and communicative in a waterlogged role requiring 

manual dexterity, superb breath control, powerful lungs, formidable courage, 

delicate playfulness, adventurous spirit, and a nearly inhuman reservoir of 

patient endurance.  As narrator, Irrfan Khan’s adult Pi is welcoming, a shade too 

ingratiating, noncommittal about interpretation. That last quality probably 

divorces him from satisfactory empathy with the audience. Spectators remain 

emotional observers, safely distanced from lead story characters. If a viewer 

can’t relate to Pi due to ethnic differences and detachment fostered by 

narrative objectivity, he or she is left with unattractive bonding to Richard 

Parker.  

     Perhaps the lesson here is that divorce from nature, no matter how 

vigorously pursued, is finally impossible. Better that man should share with 

fellow creatures than dominate them. If roles should ever happen to reverse 

themselves, as happens in LIFE OF PI, would humans degenerate to pure belly 

status, creatures whose hunger overpowers all ethical considerations?  If so, the 

distance between ourselves and creatures of the wild is far less than generally 

imagined. 

     LIFE OF PI is suitable viewing for older teens ages 18 and above. Its 

provocative drama, incorporating themes of cannibalism, cynicism and food 

chain violence is so starkly presented that the film could depress younger teens, 

despite its relatively upbeat conclusion. Nonetheless, this production is highly 

recommended for mature, thoughtful adults who have more experience of life 

to cushion its impact. 



     No special features are included on this Family Video, adapted version of the 

film.  


